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"Commencement speakers have a good deal in
common with grandfather clocks: Standing
usually some six feet tall, typically ponderous in
construction, more traditional than functional,
their distinction is largely their noisy communication of information essentially commonplace."
—Willard Wirtz, US Secretary of Labor, commencement address at Univ. of Iowa, 19 June 1965
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President
discusses
law school
Ed.'s note: This opinion
article by President Pierce is
reprinted from "The
Chronicle of Higher Education," April6, 1994, p. A68.

Late last year, the trustees
of the University of Puget
Sound voted to accept an offer from Seattle University
to assume sponsorship of the
Puget Sound School of Law.
Although we had not been
seeking such an offer, we
accepted because we believed
that the transfer would clarify
Puget Sound's mission as a
national liberal-arts college.
We also were convinced that
the law school—established
in 1971 and located in a renovated department store in
downtown Tacoma, a ten
minute drive from Puget
Sound's main campus—
would be better served by
becoming part of an institution firmly committed to professional and graduate education.
Our decision clearl y is consistent with the current rhetoric in higher education that
calls for institutions to restructure themselves to focus on what they do best.
Aware that we cannot (and
should not try to) do and be
everything, we concluded
that the transfer would allow
us to focus our energies and
resources on our strongest
areas. Ourcollaboration with
Scaitle University also demonstrates how two very different universities can work
together to insure that each
offers the programs most in
keeping with its mission. The
aftermath of the decision,
particularly the negative reaction of Tacoma's business
leaders, local press and some
lawyers and judges, however,
illustrates just how difficult
it is for institutions to move
beyond talk to action.
Although most universities
are not likely to face the directly comparable choice of
transferring a school, ou r case
demonstrates something instructive to all campuses: It
is essential that both administrators and governing board
be absolutely clear about their
institution's mission, that
see PIERCE page 3
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Tragedy hits home

Campus supports Curtis Macklin
By Steven MacLeod
Staff Writer
The latest reports on Curtis
Macklin's condition are still
critical, but he is showing definite signs of improvement.
Deeply concerned, the university community continues to
watch for his recovery.
The events leading to
Macklin's injury occurred on
Sunday, March 27, during the
early morning hours. After a
late evening, Macklin and two
army friends stopped at a gas
station. A car reportedly drove
up and the individual inside revealed a pistol.
After waving his hands defensively, Macklin quickly sped
away. The other driver gave
chase, and after several miles of
weaving along the freeway, the
car pulled next to Macklin and
the man inside reportedly fired
the gun.
Macklin was struck in the
head, sustaining severe damage. One of his friends assumed

control of the vehicle and
quickly delivered Macklin to a
nearby hospital. The attack was
apparently unprovoked.
A friend of Macklin contacted
the university later that moming. Schedules were adjusted to
compensate for the loss, but
many were upset. After almost
five years of being a Food Service cook, Macklin has established close ties to students and
staff alike.
"It's one of those things that
just kind of hits you, when all of
a sudden someone's missing,"
said Tunnel co-worker Alex
Gersbacher, "The very first reaction was 'Oh, well' because
all they said was 'he's in the
hospital' so I didn't actually
think anything about it. It was
kind of a passing thing. Then
when I came in and they said
'Curtis was shot and in the
hospital' ... then your heart kind
of stops."
One student, who has worked
with Macklin for three years,
said "I was in complete shock.

Being a student at UPS, you
don't see things like that. You
don't think something like that's
going to happen to someone
you know."
"He's an awesome guy," continued the student, "He was always kidding around and trying to make everyone smile.
Chances are he's not going to
be the same."
"Curtis was an extremely excellent staff member, and he's
going to be hard to replace if we
have to. He's liked by students
and he's liked by other staff,"
explained Food Services floor
manager Dick Fritz.
"It's kind of a shocking experience because there's just no
reason for it," continued Fritz,
"It not only happened to someone it shouldn't happen to, but
it shouldn't happen at all. It's
kind of a sad situation when, in
our society, we can't come and
go as we please without fear
that we're going to be harmed."
University Chaplin Jim Davis
has been very involved with the

friends and loved ones here on
campus.
Activities have included a
vigil on Good Friday, and a
prayer group at noon yesterday.
Davis has also dealt one on one
with some individuals who desired counseling.
There are also various
fundraising activities to help
Macklin's parents, who flew out
from Bridgeport, Conn., to be
with their son. These include an
IFC/Panhellenic carwash, a collection of funds in the Food
Services office and envelopes
that were delivered to all the
residence halls asking for donations. Tonight in The Cellar,
Sayra Runs The Weasel is also
accepting donations and offering all band proceeds to the
family.
"There is a deep concern for
his safety," said Davis,"and
hope that he will recover and be
well. There is frustration that
this sort of random thing should
happen to someone as great as
Curtis."

Campus Music Network releases CD
By Craig Hollow
Assistant News Editor

The Campus Music Network
released a second volume of
music by six student bands on a
compact disc entitled Sloppy Seconds. The six bands: Road Trip,
Sayra Runs the Weasel, Politically Corrupt, Ziegler, The Undecided and Gideon's Army, are
all represented on the CD.
ASUPS approved financing for
the CD in Novemeber, it took
$4000 to complete $2300 for
—

production costs and $1700 to
rent studio time from the Outlaw
Music Corporation. Brian Best,
director of CMN, chose Outlaw
because the studio cut them a
good group deal, and The Undecided, of which Best is a member, recorded a tape with them
last year.
Sloppy Seconds contains
eleven original songs, with each
band having one or two tracks.
Each band was given five hours
to record two songs for the album, said Best. However, two

bands, Ziegler and Gideon's
Army, were only allotted three
hours of ASUPS-sponsored studio time because they lacked the
senority of the other bands, he
said. In fact, Gideon's Army purchased six additional hours to
finish recording its song on the
CD.
Tuesday, April 12, the bands
will present a Cellar concert to
celebrate the release of the CD.
Five hundred copies have been
made and the CDs may be purchased for five dollars each from

CMN in the SUB, ASUPS and at
concerts by CMN bands. The
bookstore will also sell them,
though at a 10% mark-up.
CMN created a similar tape
last year and 200 copies were
made under the direction ofNabil
Ayers. Best said he does not know
who will run CMN this coming
year.
"CMN provides campus
bands the opportunity to play
on campus because there's no
other arena for them to do that,"
Best said.

Clarke wows Fieldhouse crowd

SOUNDS GOOD TO ME-World renowned bassist,
Stanley Clarke seduced a
packed house at they
Fiehlhouse last Saturday
night, Clarke and his
unique brand of bodycrushing baselines pounded
out an hour and a half of
original tunes. Mixed with
his signature sound was
also a more traditional
spontaneous stand-up bass
Jazz duct with his drummer.
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KUPS ends TV interference
By David Franzen &
Katharine Dvorak
Contributing Editors
Donald Day, a resident of
North 13th street started to experience difficulty with his TV
reception of KING TV, channel 5, about two weeks before
Thanksgiving.
"It was not just me, it was
anyone in the vicinity with a
roof top antenna," said Day.
According to Day, when
KUPS was broadcasting, their
signal "blocked out the color
and most of the picture."
Day noticed that his reception cleared up over winter
break, but resumed when Spring
Semester began and KUPS began to broadcast again.
"When they came back and
came back on the air I talked to
officials and took them off the
air," Day said.
The problem between KUPS

and Day involved KUPS's
transmitter located on top of the
SUB. Previously, KUPS was
broadcasting from a signal that
went too far down into TVsignal range, causing radio interference with local television
broadcasting.
To rectify the problem once
and for all, Sue Tjardes, KUPS
advisor, shut down the station
indefinitely on March 22 until a
national consultant could be
contacted and tests could be run
on station equipment.
"The trouble with KUPS has
been no one's fault. We've had
technical trouble," said Tjardes.
Last Saturday, April 2, tests
of the equipment were conducted. One engineer went to
Mr. Day's home, another
worked from the KUPS sound
booth while another went up
the transmitter.
"We hooked up another TV

at Mr. Day's house to see if the
problem was with his TV specifically, or with his general
reception," said Matt Phinney,
KUPS General Manager. "It
turns out that the KUPS signal
didn't affect his reception at
all."
The problem is now solved
and KUPS is back on the air.
Day reported no difficulty receiving channel 5.
"I appreciate the cooperation
of the University," said Day,
"Everybody I worked with was
very cooperative."
Along with general equipment checks the engineers also
analyzed the station's signal,
making sure it broadcast within
legal parameters. Broadcasting
at 100 watts, KUPS can be heard
as far away as SeaTac and expects to remain on the air without problems until the end of
the semester.

P

HOTO POLL

"How has the campus music network
changed the campus entertainment
scene?"

"I'm a dumb
sophomore. I've
only been here a
year and a half. I
don't know!"
Hanck

Homeless denied shelter
Tacoma interdenominational housing coalition
struggles with issues of sexuality
ffiy Rebecca Page
News Editor
A Tacoma community coalition of churches, the Interfaith
Hospitality Network (IHN), has
suffered set-backs in its ability
to provide shelter to local homeless individuals after one church
turned away a homosexual family in January.
Mr. Abraham Valencia, his
sons and his partner were turned
away from shelter in the St.
Charles Borromeo Roman
Catholic Church supposedly
because the family did not meet
IHN policy guidelines as the
church understood them.
In response to the church's
stance, the Mason Methodist
Church along with several other
churches and social services
agencies pulled out of IHN.
These groups maintain it is inappropriate to deny basic shelter for reasons of sexuality.
IHN is just one component of
city and county organizations
that form a network to assist
needy individuals on a daily
basis.

Another involved organization is the Martin Luther King
Ecumenical Center. MLK Center acts as a resource for disadvantaged people and employees connect clients with shelter
options, housing lists, limited
financial assistance or rental
kits.
Puget Sound senior, Jane
Cowley, holds an internship
r

"We know that the
need to provide housing is greater than
the need to make a
political statement."
—Jane Cowley

with MLK Center. Cowley said
MLK Center is able to give
financial assistance only to onetenth of its clients each month,
part of why the need for networks such as IHN is so great.

Yet after the Valencia incident in January, other members
of the housing network si ad they
are reluctant to send clients to
an IHN-affiliated church for
shelter.
"Official policy is that we
would send someone through
under protest, but it is only because we know that the need to
provide housing is greater than
the need to make a political
statement," Cowley said. She
said other options are available
to refer people for temporary
housing.
IHN officials have announced
intentions to redraft clearer
policy terms, but are not promising to force churches to shelter individuals who make
parishoners uncomfortable.
The divisive issue has been
covered in recent articles in The
News Tribune.
Cowley emphasized the high
frustration-level of this controversy.
"Housing is not about your
habits or your lifestyle," said
Cowley, "it is about human dignity and respect."

THE TRAIL APOLOGIZES
The Trail regrets the decision to print the March 31
"Question of the Week" Intended as an April Fools joke.
we now realize our poor judge-

ment and apologize to those we
offended. Those who were pictured in the "Question of the
Week" should not be blamed for
our lack of foresight. Repri-

mending these individuals for
our actions is completely condemnable and inappropriate

"I don't know—it just means you have to
wait forever for breadsticks when a band is
in the Cellar."
—Brook Gerton & Christi Packard

"I'm a dumb
freshman. I've
only been
here... oh, I don't
know."
—Chris Kenyon

"Oh SPANK me,
SPANK me...Sort
of a disco-funkgroove-core kind of
thing."
—Matt Bracken

.

CRIMES ON CAMPUS
30 March, 12:35 p.m.

While performing routine maintenance, Plant discovered several hands from the Thompson tower clocks missing.

31 March, 7:49 p.m.

A student reported that her bicycle was stolen from a storage
room in Todd hall. The bicycle was secured to itself with a cable
style lock.

5 April, 9:35 p.m.

Security heard and responded to two loud explosions in the
area of Union Avenue.

* *Please contact Security at x3311 if you have information about any of the incidents described
above.
Submitted and edited by Todd A. Badham, director of Security Services

"Oh, I'm kind of Undecided...What do
you think Sayra?"
—Hannah Lucas & Tanna Hatpenhauer
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PIERCE from page 1
they have the courage to act on
that conviction, that they allocate resources accordingly and
that they not be deflected by
external forces.
The transfer of the law school
was the culmination of nearly
two decades of Puget Sound's
commitment to these principles.
In the mid-70s, recognizing
changing demographics and
seeking to establish itself as a
national liberal arts institution
noted for excellence in teaching, the university moved away
from its goal of becoming a
large comprehensive university
with numerous professional
programs. In keeping with the
redefined mission, the board
closed satellite campuses in
Seattle, and Olympia, and on
military bases; eliminated most
of the university's graduate programs; and capped the undergraduate enrollment at 2,550.
Although the new mission ran
counter to the belief of many
othcrprivate colleges in the '60s
and '70s that bigger was better,
our strategy worked. Puget
Sound was awarded a Phi Beta
Kappa chapter in 1986. The
average freshmen student's
SAT scores have jumped 135
points since 1980. Last summer the Watson Foundation
added us to its list of the
country's top 50 liberal-arts institutions. We received more
than 4000 applications for 688
spaces in the 1993-94 freshmen
class. Two-thirds of our incoming students now come
from outside the state of Washington. Retention is at an alltime high. Fund-raising is going well. Our endowment has
grown in the last 20 years from
$6-million to more than $80million.
In addition to benefiting Puget
Sound as a whole, our board
believed that the transfer would
substantially benefit the law
school. Seattle University intends to build a new building on
its main campus, something that
campus boundaries had made
impossible at Puget Sound.
Seattle University also is considering offering joint degree
programs in law and business
administration and in law and
public administration. Seattle
University will assume all faculty and staff contracts, including faculty tenure, and the law
school's program will remain
the same. Also, the 35 mile
move from Tacoma to Seattle
will not take place until 1999.
Thus, the law school's faculty,
staff, and student body will not
face abrupt changes.
The University of Puget
Sound is not alone, of course, in
deciding to concentrate its resources on its primary mission
and in evaluating both new and
existing programs in light of
that mission. In today's economic climate, even the most
financially secure institutions
have begun to consolidate or
eliminate programs as a means
of using resources more effectively. Wesleyan University,
for example, recently announced that it would close its
undergraduate teacher-education program because it was not
fully integrated into the campus and because closing the unit
would save $200,000 a year.
Dartmouth College has indicated it is considering similar
action. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology has announced a plan to eliminate 400
faculty and staff positions over
the next several years and to
decrease the size of its graduate

programs by 10 to 12 percent.
Despite all the obvious benefits, the board did not find it
easy to decide to trans fer the law
school. We were sympathetic
to the fact that many people in
Tacoma would feel keenly the
loss of the school in the center of

they all highlighted various outside expectations of the university.
After a month of such criticism, the board met with our
local Congressman, the city
manager and a prominent community leader. After listening

In addition to benefiting Puget Sound as a
whole, our board believed that the transfer
would substantially benefit the law school.
a downtown struggling to revitalize itself. We knew that the
local lawyers—some of them
alumni—would miss their ability to use the law school's library without charge and miss
the pool of talented legal interns
and future employees.
We also spent a good deal of
time deliberating about the process of making our decision.
While all board members would
have preferred discussing the
issue with the faculty, staff, students and community leaders
prior to announcing a decision,
in the end we concluded that
confidentiality was necessary.
First, we feared that an acrimonious debate would have jeopardized the transfer. Just as significantly, we believed that public disclosure would have damaged the law school had the negotiations fallen through. For
example, the knowledge that the
board was less than fully committed to the law school almost
certainly would have harmed
admissions and might well have
led our best law-school faculty
and staff members to look for
other positions. We also feared
that a heated public discussion
would divide and demoralize
many people on campus.
The immediate response to the
decision indicated that we were
right to be concerned about cornmunity reaction. Although most
observers acknowledged that the
decision was sound in terms of
Puget Sound's mission and the
law school's future, others denounced the university for putting its well-being above that of
downtown Tacoma. Arguing
that the trustees' obligation to
the city and to the legal community should take precedence over
their responsibility to the university, the local newspaper fueled opposition with often-hostile articles, editorials, cartoons
and op-ed pieces.
People associated with efforts
to renew the downtown area,
including community leaders
and elected officials at the local,
state and national levels, pressured us to change our decision.
A disgruntled attorney circulated
a letter announcing he would try
to persuade his clients not to
leave money to the university in
their wills. Others who mistakenly believed the city had paid
for the law school building argued that the university should
reimburse the city. (In fact, we
put $11-million of our own resources into the building, including the repayment, with interest, of the loans we had secured with the city's help.)
The transfer prompted criticism of the university unrelated
to the law school. Some critics
complained about the confidential nature of the board's deliberations. One critic even condemned the board for behaving
like members of a corporation
rather than "a family.' While
none of these criticisms was directly tied to the law school,

to their concems—and after expressing understanding about
the community's distress— the
board voted unanimously to reaffirm its earlier decision, believing as we had originally that,
by the transfer, we were best
serving the university and the
law school. We also believed
that our university's strengths
ultimately would redound to
Tacoma's benefit.
In retrospect, I now see that
much of the negative reaction
stemmed from the widely held

notion that because educational
institutions are involved with a
host of external constituencies
(localities, the press, and elected
officials), we are obliged to
serve them all. Many people
clearly believed that educational
institutions should function as
social-service agencies.
Sometimes, of course, an
institution's education mission
and such external demands coincide. For example, about 50
percent of our undergraduates
are engaged in community service. Their work as tutors to
disadvantaged youngsters and
as volunteers in programs for
the homeless, in hospices for
people with AIDS, and in various community agencies and
public schools not only helps
Tacoma but also teaches them a
great deal. The array of lectures
and entertainment at the university open to the public enriches Tacoma just as it benefits our students.
But, ultimately, colleges and
universities must be judged by
the quality of our faculty and
staff members and our academic

AYear
With
VISTA
Pays
Off In
More
Ways
Than
One.

programs. We must articulate
feasible educational goals, and,
when commitment to them collides with needs of some other
group, administrators and board
members Must not be deflected
from making policy and operational decisions. We must have
the courage to make the kinds
of changes that we believe will
serve our missions, even when
those decisions are unpopular.
And, most of all, we must not
lose sight of our primary commitment to our students.
During our deliberation about
the benefits and the risks associated with transferring the law
school, the board and I turned
again and again to Puget
Sound's mission. Saddened that
some long-time friends and supporters would be disappointed
and even angered by the decision, in the end we acted out of
the deeply felt principle that, as
trustees, our ultimate responsibilities had to be to the university itself, to the mission we had
embraced and to our ability now
and in the future to educate our
students well.

You're just finishing college, and are
about to get started on your career path.
Here's a chance to get started on the right
foot. VISTA (Volunteers in Service to
America) needs recent college graduates
to serve full-time for one year throughout the United States. You'll help fight
poverty in low-income neighborhoods,
organize economic development projects
and much more. VISTA

VISTA
VOLUNTEERS
RECEIVE:
a modest living
allowance
training before
and after service
experience and
work-related skills
for future career
goals
possible $4,725
education benefit
easier access to
federal employment after service

is just one part of the
President's national service program and a
chance to get involved.

What's more, you may
be eligible for a $4,725
educational benefit.
VISTA has a 29-year
track record of helping
people overcome poverty
throughout the fifty
states, Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands and the
District of Columbia. So

if the idea of service to
your country sounds exciting, meet with
one of our recruiters on your campus.

VOLUNTEERS IN SERVICE TO AMERIC

Talk To A VISTA Recruiter

If you can't meet with us now, call 1-800-424-8867 or
TDD 202-606-5256 for information about VISTA

SKI TS
Softball sweeps Simon Fraser, Western
The Puget Sound Trail

By Seth Donsker
Assistant Sports Editor
The Puget Sound softball team
exploded out of the blocks in
NAIA District 1 play by sweeping Simon Fraser, the pre-season
District favorite, in a doubleheader last weekend and Western

"Heather's a great
all-around player.
She proved that in
the doubleheader by
getting the job done
pitching, batting, as
well as making a
key defensive play."
—Robin Hamilton
Washington on Tuesday afternoon. They also took one of two
games in a Friday night doubleheader against Pacific University.
Pitcher Heather Paulsen had an
outstanding weekend, picking up
three wins in very convincing
fashion and improving her season mark to 6-4. Friday, Paulsen
blanked Pacific 1-0, giving up

just six hits. She followed up that
performance by shutting down
the powerful Simon Fraser lineup
on Saturday giving up just one
run on seven hits while striking
out four in the 6-1 Logger win.
Paulsen got the job done at the
plate as well as on the mound in
Tuesday's sweep of the Vikings.
The red-shirt freshman pitcher
earned her sixth victory of the
season by striking out nine Western batters and giving up just seven
hits. Paulsen also went 1-for-3 at
the plate and was credited with
the game-winning RBI in the first
game.
"Heather's a great all-around
player," Puget Sound coach Robin
Hamilton said. "She proved that
in the doubleheader by getting
the job done pitching, batting, as
well as making a key defensive
play."
In the top of the seventh inning,
in the middle of a Viking rally, a
Viking batter hit a line drive behind Paulsen, who played shortstop in the first game. Paulsen
dove for the ball and was horizontal to the ground when she
made the stab for the putout.
The game was tied at four in the
bottom of the seventh inning when
leadoff hitter Trista Dawson
walked. Christina Herzog sacrificed Dawson to second base, and
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ECKBERG MAKES THE PLAY— Senior third baseman Kari Eckberg bobbles a grounder but manages

to make the play.
Paulsen then singled her home.
Margaret Sanders was a perfect
2-for-2 at the plate in the first
game and had one RBI. Lori Buck
was 1-for-2 and also drove in a
run. Herzog went 1-for-3 and
picked up two RBIs.

With Paulsen on the mound in
the second game, the Loggers
exploded to an 11-4 victory.
Dawson went 3-for-5 at the plate
with two singles and a two-run
double and had three total RBIs.
Herzog also went 3-for-5 with
two singles and a double and three
RBIs.
NiqueJinhong,whocaughtboth
games against Western, went 2for-3 at the plate as well.
Freshman Mino McLean entered the game as a pinch hitter in
the fifth inning and came up big
with a two-run base hit. Buck,
Sanders and Candace Hedum each
picked up an RBI in the second
game.
Sarah Noble, the Loggers' other
freshman pitcher, picked up the

win in the first game against
Western. She was also credited
with a victory on Saturday against
Simon Fraser but picked up the
loss on Friday against Pacific.
Freshman Freda Franklin continued her torrid hitting pace going 6-for-14 for the weekend and
picking up two RBI's. Hedum
was 1-for-2, her one hit a threerun triple. Herzog was 2-for-3 at
the plate in the second game
against the Clan.
The Loggers will be on the road
for the rest of the week with games
at Central Washington on Thursday and against NCAA Division
I University of Oregon on Saturday. The game against the Ducks
will be televised tape-delayed on
Prime Sports Network on Sunday.

NAIA District 1

Fastpitch Softball Standings

Y ER OUT!— Heather Paulsen, who does double-duty as shortstop and pitcher, tags a Simon Fraser
runner out in the first game of the doubleheader against the Clan on Saturday afternoon. Paulsen has
played outstanding in this, her first season as a redshirt freshman.

W-L
5-0
4-0
3-4

Pacific Lutheran
Puget Sound
Simon Fraser
Central Washington
Western Washington

Pct. Overall
1.000 14-11
1.000 12-8
.429

1-3

.250

0-6

.000

1-5
2-9

In case you missed it... Tennis gets back
into the swing
Sports Commentary

By Jon Wolfer

Sports Editor

It was an exciting weekend in college basketball,
with buzzer-beating
shots, amazing passing
and strong play on the boards.
I'm not just talking about Monday's NCAA
men's championship game between Arkansas and
Duke.
No, the most thrilling game of the weekend took
place on Sunday in the NCAA women's basketball
final. Although the game was overshadowed by
the hype for Monday's men's final, the women's
championship final was far more dramatic than the
men's counterpart.
In case you missed it, North Carolina defeated
Louisiana Tech 60-59 for its first-ever women's
basketball national championship. The Techsters
had taken a 59-57 lead with just seven-tenths of a
second remaining in regulation.
But the Tar Heels' Charlotte Smith nailed a
three-pointer at the buzzer to steal the champion-

ship under the noses of the Techsters.
The winning moment was set up after Louisiana
Tech's Pam Thomas hit a jumper with 15.5 seconds
left. North Carolina took the ball right down the
court but missed a two-point attempt with five
seconds to play.
In the ensuing scramble for the rebound, a jump
ball was called, and the possession arrow pointed in
the Tar Heels' direction — but with less than a
second on the clock. The stage was set for the
incredible finish.
Even North Carolina fans would agree that no one,
even Louisiana Tech, deserved to lose the game.
The women's championship game, with its lastsecond winning three-pointer and scrappiness on
both ends of the court, was a much better played and
more exciting game than the men's final, filled with
missed lay-ups, horrible officiating and turnovers
by the truckload.
This in addition to my hatred for Duke. Here's my
top ten reasons why Duke is my least favorite
college basketball team (with apologies to the Late
Show) —

see I HATE DUKE page 6

By Jay Arthur
Guest Writer
The Puget Sound men's tennis team ended its nearly
month-long layoff from action by handily defeating
Willamette College in Portland six matches to three on
Friday. The victory improved
the Loggers' record to 7-2 on
the season.
Brent Chin won his singles
match against Alan
Vestegaard and combined
with Jason Ritchie to win in
doubles competition against
Ian Sigmund and Vestegaard
as well.
David Ichikawa and Scott
Twito also both won their
singles matches and combined

to win their doubles match.
Cory Kincaid was the other
singles victor for Puget
Sound, defeating Jeremy
Larson.
The Loggers will face
Linfield College and the University of Oregon this week,
both sets of matches on the
road.
The women's tennis team
also resumed action this week
with a 5-4 loss at Seattle University. The Loggers, 3-3 on
the season, will also make a
Oregon swing this week, facing Linfield and Oregon on
Friday. The team will swing
back to Seattle to face the
Univesity of Montana at the
University of Washington on
Saturday.

-
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OBy Steve Stone
Staff Writer
Paced by outstanding individual
performances, the Puget Sound
track and field teams placed second in both the men's and women's
divisions at the Lewis and Clark
College Invitational on Saturday.
The women's team finished with
142 points, just shy of first-place
Southern Oregon State College
which won with 148 points. The
men had 156 points, second only
to Linfield College's 158 points.
Rhoda Andrews had three first
place finishes to lead the Loggers
to the second-place finish.
Andrews, a freshman from
Tacoma, won the 100-meter dash
in 12.80 seconds, the 200 in 25.55,
and the 400 in 57.14. Fellow freshman Andee Anderson was second
in the 100 in 12.82 seconds, just
two one-hundredths of a second
behind Andrews. Anderson was
also eighth in the 200.
Kirby Leufroy also had an outstanding afternoon with two firstplace finishes. A senior from
Tacoma, Lcu froy seta meet record
in the 800, hitting the tape in a time
of 1 minute, 54.01 seconds. He
won the 1500 in a time of 3:56.45.
Danita Erickson-Parkhurst was
also a two-event winner. The senior from Gig Harbor won the 800
in a time of 2:13.91, and the 1500

in 4:31.94. Jennifer Bumingham
was second in the 1500, finishing
13 seconds behind EricksonParkhurst.
Emily Keliman won the 3000 in
10:05.40; Bumingham was fourth,
April Plattner placed fifth and Susan Stockhouse was sixth.
Keith Burgess won the 400
hurdles in 54.19 seconds and was
third in the 100. Rob Bradbury
placed first in the high jump with a
leap of 6 feet, 7 1/4 inches.
Other top performances came
from Eric Fifield, who tied for second place in the pole vault; Earl
Fitzpatrick, who placed third in
the hammer throw; Matt Ellis, Greg
Fox, Jon Westerman and Lane
Seeley, placing second, third,
fourth and fifth respectively in the
5000; Darryl Fitzhugh, who
grabbed second place in the 110
hurdles, and Roger Bialous, who
placed second overall in the
steeplechase.
The Logger relay teams placed
high as well, with the women's
400 and 1600 relay teams both
grabbing second place. The Loggers were second in the men's 400
relay and third in the 1600 relay.
Next up for Puget Sound is the
Western Washington University
Invitational in Bellingham on Saturday, a meet attracting NAIA and
NCAA opponents from all over
the Pacific Northwest Region.

Baseball resumes district action
After losses to the National
Baseball Institute of Canada
last weekend, the Puget Sound
baseball team will try to regroup this week against tough
district opponents.
The Loggers hosted Pacific
Lutheran in a single-bill on
Wednesday (results were unavailable at press time) and

Central Washington on Thursday in a doubleheader. Game
time is 2 p.m.
The Loggers will then travel
to Walla Walla to face the Missionaries of Whitman College
in a three-game series this
weekend. All games this week
will count on Puget Sound's
district record.

NAIA District 1
Baseball Standings
Lewis-Clark State
Pacific Lutheran
Whitworth
Central Washington
Puget Sound

Whitman

W-L
5-0
3-3
3-3
1-2
1-2
0-3

Pct. Overall
1.000 24-8-1
.500 11-7
4-15
.500
.333
9-15
.333
.000

SMALL SHIPMENT SERVICE
SECURED WAREHOUSE
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS

4-11

,NiN`\/\
CHEAP

YOU BRING IT IN WE STORE IT!
-MCNISALincoln Moving & Storage
10807 Pacific Highway S.W.
Tacoma, WA 98499
582-3330

FRANKLIN HEADS FOR HOME—Freshman Freda Franklin has been a key to the Loggers' success
so far this season. With a .425 slugging percentage, Franklin has helped the Loggers to a 4-0 district
record and to 12-8 overall.

Franklin proves to be
tough in the clutch
Freshman's
consistency
key to victory
in 1994
OBy Seth Donsker and
Jon Wolfer
Assistant Sports Editor and
Sports Editor
At this point last season, the
Puget Sound softball team was
wondering if and when it would

win its next game. The Loggers
went just 3-21 last year in the
absence of current coach Robin
Hamilton...in addition to the absence of key 1994 freshmen like
first baseman Freda Franklin.
"Last season, players tell me,
they had no idea who they got
those three wins against,"
Franklin said. "Things are a lot
different this year."
Franklin, out of Gresham High
School in Gresham, Ore., brings
a powerful bat to the Logger
lineup this season and has proven
herself to be a consistent hitter
when the Loggers need a base hit
most.

"She's perfect— she's smart,
and she can hit," head coach
Robin Hamilton said. "She's
one of the most consistent hitters I've ever seen."
Franklin has a .380 batting
average after 20 games, and a
.460 slugging percentage, second on the team in both categories. She had the game-winning RBI in Friday's nightcap
against Pacific University.
Franklin's mother was at the
game, and with the game scoreless and in the sixth inning, her
mother asked if the game re-

see FRANKLIN page 6

Summer Housing Applications are
available now at Residential
Programs. Applications are due at
Residential Programs by 5:00
p.m., Friday, April 22nd.
Summer students will be housed
exclusively in Regester Hall.
Students wanting on-campus summer
housing must be registered to take
at least one unit of course work
during the summer.

4-13

Don't Drag Your Stuff Home!
NEED SUMMER STORAGE?
CALL LINCOLN TODAY ,

U 8SU er 1 81.1!3

Track takes second Logger Spot light:
at Lewis and Clark
Invitational

Students desiring summer housing
must have a $200 housing
deposit on file with Student
Accounts. (Note: Your current $200
housing deposit will cover the
summer housing deposit requirement.
Check with Student Accounts to make
sure your current housing deposit is
at $200.)
Students will register for summer housing on Tuesday, April 27th, from
8:00 am to 12:00 noon, at Residential Programs, on a first-come, first-served
basis. For those summer school students who currently reside in Regester Hall or whc
will reside there in the fall, room selection sign-ups begin Monday, April 26th.
Summer Housing Costs:
Per Term:
Full Summer Contract

S200.00 Room
$375.00 Room

$250.00 Board
$475.00 Board

$450.00 Total
$850.00 Total

For additional information or questions, please call Residential Programs at x3317.

PO fir
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Upcoming
Home Events
Baseball —
Today at 2 p.m. at Burns Field vs. Central Washington
University

Softball —
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Peck Field vs. Central Washington
University
Thursday at 2 p.m. at Peck Field vs. St. Martin's College (scrimmage)

Golf —
Today and Friday at Fircrest, UPS Invitational

I HATE DUKE from page 4
Top 10 reasons why I hate Duke:
10. Alaa Abdelnaby.
9. Eric Meek.
8. Christian Laettner.
7. Danny Ferry.
6. Bobby Hurley.
5. Mark Alarie.
4. Cherokee Parks.
3. Obnoxious Blue Devil Fans.
2. Marty Clark.

1. Because they beat Florida,
the team I drew in the pool.

Rhoda Andrews
Once again, the Puget Sound Athlete of the Week award goes to sprinter
Rhoda Andrews. Andrews, a sophomore from Tacoma, led the Loggers to
a second-place overall finish at the
Lewis and Clark College Invitational
in Portland on Saturday with first place
finishes in three separate events.
Andrews won the 100-meter dash
in a time of 12.80 seconds, the 200 in
25.55, and the 400 in 57.14 seconds.
Andrews was named The Trail's Athlete of the Week last week along with
teammate Andee Anderson for their
top finishes at the Spring Break Open
in Edmonds.

l'It I NCI l'I.ES of SOl' NI) RETIREMENT INVESTING

To avoid wasting time and space
in the Top 10 list, the most obvious
and deserving answer has been
omitted; of course, that they beat
UNLV to end the Runnin' Rebels
undefeated season and selfishly
claim the championship for themselves four years ago.

FRANKLIN from page 5
mained scoreless, if "she was
going to be there all night" as
the game went into extra innings.
"I told her, 'no way, we're
going to score a run right here, —
Franklin said. "Everyone in the
stands heard me and started to
laugh because I was so cocky."
Her prediction was correct,
but Franklin had no idea that
she would be the one bringing
home the winning run. Trista
Dawson got on base with a leadoff single, and got to second

"As a freshman,
she's more mature
than most seniors
are. She doesn't care
who the opponent
is, she just goes out
and gets the job
done."
— Robin Hamilton
on Freda Franklin

base on a sacrifice bunt from
Christina Herzog.
Dawson got to third courtesy
of another sacrifice from
Heather Paulsen. Franklin was
due up next with the winning
run at third base and two outs.
"I stepped up to the plate and
said, 'well, let's see if I'm right
or not. —
Franklin got a single to score
Dawson, and the Loggers won

the game 1-0.
She went 6-for-14 in the
weekend and batted two Logger runners home.
"As a freshman, she's more
mature than most seniors are,"
Hamilton said. "She doesn't
care who the opponent is, she
just goes out and gets the job
done."
Franklin has not only been
strong at the plate, but has
been outstanding at first base.
She has not had an error all
season, and her perfect fielding percentage is much appreciated by her coach.
"Technically, she's strong.
Fundamentally, she's even
better. She brings a real strong
attitude to the team,"
Hamilton said.
"She has a lot going for her."
Franklin is also second on
the team in total hits with 19,
14 of which are singles and
five are doubles. Nique
Jinhong leads with 22 hits.
The Loggers are headed into
tough competition this weekend against NCAA Division I
University of Oregon. The
game with the Ducks will be
televised on Sunday night at
6 p.m. on Prime Sports Network.
But looming on the horizon
is first-place and crosstown
rival Pacific Lutheran University. Puget Sound will take
on the Lutes on April 20 and
April 27 in two doubleheaders, with all four games counting on the district record.
Franklin looks forward to the
challenge.
"It's time for PLU to lose,"
she said, looking at the Lutes'
undefeated record.

UNFORTUNATEL THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes.They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the
-

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices—from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.
-

Benefit now from tax deferral. Call our SRA hotline 1800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it s:
CREF certefteatea are Attributed by TIAA-CREF India dual and Insettattorsal Sernee ✓. For more complete in form.atwn, meheding chaeyei and expen.reo,
call I 800-842-2755, est. 8016 for a proopectu. Read the prorpectuo carefully before you me,' or read money.
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ALL AROUND TOWN

April 7th through April 16th

❑Compiled by Courtney Ferguson
Assistant A & E Editor

7

8 p.m.
See April 7 for more info.

Vocal Master Class-Marcia Baldwin
A singer with the Metropolitan Opera
Jacobsen Recital Hall (UPS)
7-9:30 p.m.
FREE

Play-Bite the Wax Tadpole
World premiere
Directed by Caitlin Martin
Pilgrim Center for the Arts
509 10th Ave.-Seattle
8 p.m.
Call 323-4034 for more info.

Music-Sage, Katie's Dimples, Those Who

Music-The

Pantages Theater-Tacoma
8 p.m.
Call 591-5894 for more info.

Lecture-Dave Forman
Kilworth Chapel (UPS)
8 p.m.
FREE

1 ()Sunday

Music-Medicine Hat, Stool, Hard Margaret, Jackie on Acid

Dance-Tacoma Performing Dance Company continues...

Victory Club (21 & over)
2803 6th Ave.-Tacoma
Call 272-8085 for more info.

3 p.m.

Call 565-7000 for more info.
All shows $3.50 for students w/ID
BLUE MOUSE- Blank Check and
In The Name of The Father
2611 N. Proctor (fomerly the Bijou)
Call 752-9500 for more info.
Shows $3, $2 for students w/ID

Concert-The Sounds of Sousa
Presented by Tacoma Concert Band
Pantages Theater-Tacoma
8 p.m.
Call 565-7526 for more info.

1

6Saturday

See April 9 for more info.

Classical-The University Symphony Orchestra
Conducted by Edward Seferian
Kilworth Chapel (UPS)
8 p.m.
FREE

Play-Echoes continues...
Inside Theatre (UPS)
2 & 8 p.m.
See April 15 for more info.

1 2Tuesday
Music-INXS and guests
Seattle Center Coliseum (all ages)

Play-Scheherazade
Directed by Amaya Egusquiza
Inside Theatre (UPS)
8 p.m.
Call 756-3419 for more info.

Parade-The Da ffodil Parade

8 p.m.
Call Ticketmaster for more info.

Broadway St.
10 a.m.
Call 591-5894 for more info.

Music-Sepultura and guests

Jazz-Andre Stevens

The Oz (all ages)

Caffee Zzoo (all ages)
4th & Pacific-Bremerton
Call 479-3333 for more info.

1

8 p.m.
See April 7 for more info.

3Wednesday

Caffee Zzoo (all ages)
4th & Pacific-Bremerton
Call 479-3333 for more info.

Blues Jam
Victory Club (21 & over)
2803 6th Ave.-Tacoma
Call 272-8085 for more info.

Captain

Music-Zeke, North American Bison,

Smelter, Shredder

Saturday &Sunday Matinees

Red Roof Pub (21 & over)
12314 Pacific-Tacoma
Call 588-9446 for more info.

Laser Space Odyssey
Laser Sgt. Pepper's

Noble China (21 & over)
21022 108th SE-Kent
Call 850-7728 for more info.

Blue
Mouse it
2611 N. Proctor

Cellar (UPS)
7 p.m.
FREE

'Summer Japanese Study 1

needed for 3 children
call Karen at
924-5247 or 564-1430

Intensive 6-wk program at Lewis & Clark
College in Portland, OR July 18-Aug 28.
Earn 12 quarter hrs. Study Lang. (all levels)
& cult= with Japanese students on theme
'Nature & the Environment." nice-day
wilderness program included. Prior
language study Dot required.
Oregon/Japan Summer Program
222 SW Columbia, Suite 1750
Portland, OR 97201
Tel. (503) 223-7938 Fax (503) 223-7946

1&3 p.m.
2&4 p.m.

Music-Fire Pool, Me & Mike Band, Alter

Music-Socket, Live Mood Pig, Burning
Flag

Summer Childcare

Laser Metallica
10:30
9 Pp.m.
Laser Floyd: The Wall
Midnight
Sunday Laser Zeppelin 7:30 & 9 p.m.

Music-Throes of Santiy, Cotton Mouth

Poetry-Cross Currents Poetry Reading
Play-Scheherazade continues...

Friday & Saturday Laser Country
7:30 p.m.
Laser Floyd: Dark Side of the Moon

Eden

Victory Club (21 & over)
2803 6th Ave.-Tacoma
Call 272-8085 for more info.

Red Roof Pub (21 & over)
12314 Pacific-Tacoma
Call 588-9446 for more info.

7:30 & 9 p.m.

Victory Club (21 & over)
2803 6th Ave.-Tacoma
Call 272-8085 for morehinfo.

1 4Thursday

Tylor, Battle Angel
Cellar (UPS)
Noon to 5 p.m.
FREE

7:30 & 9 p.m.

Thursday Laser Metallica 7:30 & 9 p.m.

erty, Poppa wheelie

Red Roof Pub (21 & over)
12314 Pacific-Tacoma
Call 588-9446 for more info.

Tuesday Laser U2

Wednesday Laser Hendrix

Music-The Pleasure Elite, Portrait of Pov-

Music-Crowcherz, Mind Play, Slacker

Saturday

All shows are located at the Pacific
Science Center at the Seattle Center.
All shows are $6. Tuesdays are $3.
Call 443-2001 for more info.

Music-Bucket, Prophecy, Live Mood Pig,
Transit Love

Music-Little Nicky & The X-Men

Play-Bite the Wax Tadpole continues...

Laser Show Schedule

Rialto Theater-Tacoma
7:30 p.m.
Call 272-7014 for more info.

131 Taylor-Seattle
9 p.m.
Call 448-0888 for more info.

Music-Plain Wednesday, Mean Streak,
Simple Ritual, Misery Seed

as an Amway Distributer
call 846-1253

AMC-Clifford, Ace Ventura, The Paper,
Mighty Ducks 2, Above the Rim, The Ref,
Lightning Jack and Thumbellina.

Concert-University String Orchestra

Concert-Pierce College Spring Concert

and gain valuable experience

Call 565-6100 for more info.
All shows $1.25

Conducted by Edward Seferian
Kilworth Chapel (UPS)
8 p.m.
FREE

Featuring Chris Vadala
Rialto Theater-Tacoma
2 p.m.
Call 591-5894 for more info.

Earn Extra Money

not available at time of publication.

Play-Echoes

Music-Crossfire

2 & 8 p.m.
Sec April 8 for more info.

TACOMA WEST CINEMAS-Listings

Directed by Nadja Masura
Inside Theatre (UPS)
8 p.m.
Call 756-3419 for more info.

Antique Sandwich Co.
5102 N. Pearl-Tacoma
8 p.m.
Call 752-4069 for more info.

Japanamation-Irresponsible

CAMPUS FILMS-The Three Musketeers
7 and 9:30 p.m. on Fri. (April 8th) and Sat.
(9th)
6 and 8:30 p.m. on Sun. (10th)
McIntyre 003 (UPS)
$1 with ID, $2 without

Makedonians

Antique Sandwich Company
5102 N. Pearl-Tacoma
Call 752-4069 for more info.

Williams

Recital-School of Music Noon Recital

9

Victory Club (21 & over)
2803 6th Ave.-Tacoma
Call 272-8085 for more info.

Kemper Center
2315 6th Ave.-Tacoma
8 p.m.
Call 752-0461 for more info.
Jazz-Just Friends: George Shearing &Joe

Friday

Discount Movie Guide

5Friday

Dig

Dance-Tacoma Performing Dance Company

Jacobsen Recital Hall (UPS)
Noon
FREE

8

1

Play-Bite the Wax Tadpole continues...

Thursday

Starts Friday

PG

6:30 Nightly

BLANK CHECK

ProWrite

O

Fri, Sat, Sun & Weds Matinee 1:30

Adults $3.00 Students $2.00

JobTargeted
Resumes

1-800-875-9451
Paul Genaux
MBA, Ernplcryinent Consultant

8:30 Nightly

Comprehensive test prep
from Steven Klein Co.
fora very
comprehensive test.
The course features eight, 4 hr.

classes plus weekly tutorials.

The price—$395. Call now
for a free seminar. 524-4915.

I CJ

In The Name
of The Father

STEVEN KLEIN
LSAT(andGRE)CO.

Fri, Sat, Sun & Weds Matinee 3:30

Classes for the June 13 LSAT April 9, 12 &
13. Classes for the June 4 GRE April 11

_

Adults $3.00 Students $2.00
61

(Tickets are good for one show only)

—ff

an le is not drawn to scale unless otherwise iron,
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Blood Moon

Why did you pick Blood Moon
fended. That was my biggest fear.
out of all the plays available to But so far, I've had nothing but,
you?
well, I don't want to say positive,
The message. I really feel like because the response has been
rape has become a crime that is more like, "I was really moved,"
swept under the carpet, and no- or, "It made me think of..." or "It
body really pays much attention really hit home," for a lot of people.
to it anymore. People say, "Oh And that to me is better than somegee, that's too bad." It's starting one coming up and saying, "Oh, I
to just become second nature, and really liked your show. Actually,
that takes a lot of emphasis off of I had a rape victim tell me after the
the victim, and it was really im- show that she'd watched it, she
portant to me to bring the crime of got through it, and she liked it,
rape to the forefront of people's and that was, like, the best.
thoughts, and to empower the vicThat must have been really fultim. Because the victim wins in filling.
my show.
It was very fulfilling. And,
How was your show received? people left during the perforThat's what I'm actually proud- mance. At first I was really ofest of, because I thought people fended when people would leave,
would hate it, and be really of- but I got over it, because I came to

Kristine Hostetter,

Well, it feels really good to be
done, and it's hard for me, because I have to sit there and watch
the other directors stress out, and
they just have to say, it's going to
be OK, you can get through it. But
I think it's really difficult, because the other shows I've worked
on here have been prosenium, and
that makes the Theater In the
Round Really hard. And the point
of doing Theater In the Round is
to take the emphasis off the set;
that was the original intention.
But I found it harder to come up
with a set that could be done in the
round and to block it so that everybody could be seen by the audience at all times. It was a real
struggle, and now that I've done
it, I feel like I accomplished a lot.

We had over 200 props. The
castbasically made the wire. There
were wired knifes, wired candelabras, wired plates, you know, to
make up that cartoon
image...Greg Sorber did a lot of
the wire props... he just made them
look real.
That was kind of interesting,
you know, having everyone with
these big wires everywhere trying
to fix'em, trying to get the props
crew to get on the timing—because the timing in the play is
very crucial. One of my big things
that I wanted to see during tech
week...is that techies and actors
are together... it seems like in a lot
of theaters there is a fine line

where you're either into [tech] or
into acting. I think they need to
focus on being both. [I wanted] to
make sure everybody was equal,
and if it wasn't for people handling props, you wouldn't be able
to do what you're doing, you know
what I mean?
Yeah. In professional theater,
they can afford a split between the
actor and the techie, but it seems
to me like at the college level
there's a lot of involvement at
both levels. It sounds also like you
were trying to really utilize all the
capabilities of your actors in different ways.
Yes, they're not just actors, but
they're artists, you know.

Mrs. California

Since the timing was so intense,
having six plays, now did the tech
stuff go?
The big thing when I first decided to do this play was, how am
I gonna get four kitchens on a
Theater In the Round? ...If I was
to go with the realist approach
and have four refrigerators and
four stoves, my budget couldn't
afford it and there's no way to fit
it on stage without covering some
sight lines. When I was [doing]
research on the Mies, the cartoon images popped out for
me...that's how I came up with
wires for my props. ...We came
up with the idea of the cart we
transported where we could put

Amaya Equsquiza,

realize that they were leaving because they were so moved.
Any reflections on the tech aspects of your show?
I'm really pleased with the way
my set came out. It was really
simple but it was good. The lighting was really a challenge, to figure out how to move the lights
around, but my lighting director
did a great job. We had a major
disaster, the computer broke down
and erased my whole show, and
my lighting crew just jumped right
on it, reprogrammed the whole
thing and got it going.
Given the tradition of the Theater In the Round, that you've
been involved in it before, what
was it like being a director, going
through with the whole thing?

everything into a little box. But it
was a challenge because one of
my goals which I set in the beginning was to try and use as much of
the space as possible. That's why
for part of the scenes I have John
Atkinson and Lisa Lussero up on
the pin rail and all over the theater
so it won't be centered just center
stage but the audience will be
looking everywhere been& there
was always something going on.
That was a big goal for me, and,
well, I think it came through. Because they were all over the place.
[laughs]
Did you have a fun time during
the production? Any funny experiences?

Scheherezade THIS WEEKEND

The feelings of anticipation you
get as an actor ...'well, what's it
like being on the other side as a
director?
Oh my gosh, I feel so bad for all
the directors I've ever had. I feel
so bad because I feel like, oh my
gosh, I can do anything that I'm
supposed to when I have to, and I
feel like I'll be so much better as
an actor now. But yeah, it's really
hard on the director, because, you
know, you have to worry about
directing your actors, which I believe is your first job, but you also
have to make sure that all the
technical aspects are put together.
Yeah, the anticipation does increase about tenfold. It gets really
scary, but, you know, I've got
responisble people.
Tell me about what's been fun
working with your cast.

Well, my two cops are really
exciting. They get their own gear...
Everyone just got together on Saturday and had a big cast bonding
thing, and I wasn't there, but I
thought that was really exciting,
because I didn't have to be there
for them to get together and talk
about the show.
That must be amazing, to have
the show take on a life of its own.
It's scary, though! ...you have
to baby this thing along for three
to five months and then all of a
sudden it's like I'm out of it. Now
it's [mostly] up to me to make
sure the little things are OK, to
make sure everything looks consistent, and it's not as much my
baby. Which is kind of sad because it's not as much in my control. [whispers] Control! Control!
How would you describe the

tech aspects of the show?
I'm having such a great time!
Oh my gosh, my designers are so
wonderful! I'm actually handling
costumes so that's not really a
concern. My set designer, Sean
Wright, is incredible, and he just
got in there, taking care of everything for me. I've got Jay Banks
working on lights, and he's being
supervised by Ken Fox, and of
course, Ken is the tech god of the
theatre, so... I 'm exited about that.
I dunno, everything just seemed
to fall together for me yesterday,
which is kind of scary because my
show goes up in, what, four or
five days.
What led you to pick
Scheherezade out of all the scripts
available?
It was the one that I thought that
I could do well. It was the on that

I thought I could direct the actors
on; it was the one that I thought
the actors could do the best. It's
the one that I thought I could
handle technically the best, because that's not one of my strong
suits... I just really enjoyed the
script. It had a lot to offer.
The Theatre In the Round is
kind of a long standing tradition
here...what' s it like now that
you're directing?
I'm so excited. I wasn't going
to invite my parents to the show
because I didn't think they'd like
it very much. I hadn't even really
told them what it was. Now I wish
I had told them, because I feel
like, I don't know, it's the last
thing I'm going to do here... I just
feel like I'm going out with a big
b What do you hope the audience
will come away with?
You can survive anything.

E

very year, around springtim
Puget Sound launches its ow
home-grown theater festival. Th
productions are the senior projec
of Theater Arts majors who hav
taken the final directing class. Eac
play is the culmination of that yea
long process, and in a way, th
culmination of four years in t
theater.
All the plays are produced in a
intimate setting. The audience
seated in a ring facing inwar
around the perimeter on the stag
Actors make their entrances an
perform only inches away fro
the audience. The selection of pla
is diverse, reflecting the whim
aims, and personalities of the var
ous directors.

By Sundown Stauf
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Nadia Masura, Echos April 15,16

A look
at

The first question I'll ask is,
why did you choose Echoes out of
everything that was available?
Well, it's a very funny story!
We had this huge reading list of
about 45 plays we had to read... I
wanted to get a head start. So over
the summer, I had a job at the
museum in work study... I thought
I'd read. I had heard this beautiful
concert at the museum...I was
like, oh yes! I want to do a play
that has three conflicting elements,
and passion, and art, and all this
other stuff, you know?
I was reading these plays and I
was looking for passion but it was
all carnal lust, which was exactly
what I didn't want. I was looking
for relgion and I came up with the
church instead of spirituality... I
was reading the back cover where
they advertise other plays, and I
saw "Echoes," and I read the little
blurb and I said, oh, this is interesting, I'll try this. ...I had to wait
all the way through Fall before I
got it on order. I read it and I was
like, cool. And that was the one. It
was really the only play that I
found meaningful, that didn't talk
about how people are vulgar and
disgusting. It talked about our
greater selves and what we're trying to do.
What sort offun or entertaining

plays,
le-round
es at the

.ctors

Rehearsal and production time
is very tight. The plays are all
performed within one week of each
other. In addition to coordinating
actors and rehearsals, directors
must contend with a busy costume
shop and an even busier tech department. The tech aspect alone is
a glimpse into the face of energetic chaos. Each play has different lighting, sets and sound cues.
And this is to say nothing of the
hundreds upon hundreds of props
that must be built, shuffled, shipped,
and placed.
On top of all of this one small
theater must be shared between
all schedules. Yet it is the madness
of the time that seems to encourage cameraderie and coopera-

tion between directors, actors,
techies, and the others bearing
simply the designation 'theater
people.' This is after all, the moment of truth for the seniors, as
well as their mutual farewell after
four years of art, insanity, and
drinking together. The mixture of
energy, sentimentality, and a partying attitude is to be expected; it
is the last hurrah.
In addition, it is perhaps the most
consistently celebrated art function on campus. Despite the small
number of seats, the plays are
always a draw for students, faculty, and arts-oriented people.
I don't believe in giving too much
in a way in a play's synopsis; as all
too often happens with movies, the
trailers tell all, and anyway, a
play's mystique lies first in its name.
The Trail will cover each show as it
comes. Instead of an overview of
the plays, I sat down with each of
the directors to talk about their
reflections on the plays, the Theater In the Round, and their careers as theater people.

Photos by Becky Brennand

things have you and your cast
done during the show?
One of the funniest things was
during the first week, I had them
do silly walks. It's a standard exercise where you start up walking
like yourself and you gradually
evolve into your character. You
know, lead with different parts of
your body. I was doing wierd stuff;
I just wanted them to drop it, you
know, so we went out into the
hallway, and we were doing these
funky things, sticking out our legs
and arms, we just looked ridiculous. I mean, the Funny Walk
Society had nothing on us. And
we were out there and they were
still timid but we were laughing,
and all of a sudden these people
came up the stairs as we were
having our funny walk contest.
And the actors kept on going until
the people went around the corner
and we just died laughing. Another time we were doing these
improvisations near the offices in
Jones hall. Anyway Ryan, the
actor who's playing Sam ended
up playing the girlfriend, ended
up going into birth in the middle
of Jones hallway and the people
from one of those offices came
out and we were like, whoops.
And then there was the thrash
polka...

you're just like, whoa." Because
it's great to get it done and feel
you're dead. I mean it's like, you like, God, I accomplished this
have your deadlines on time, you thing. And this six weeks is aldo everything just like it was pro- ways the best time of year for
fessional. They've really man- most of the theater people beaged, not only to get people more cause it's basically six weeks of
involved, but people in a more build the show, watch the show,
professional attitude. And the party. And it's the time when all
training that's going on here is of us start working together, ii.
great, because we're working with makes you feel close to these
professionals, you know, bring- people. Right now it's really hard,
ing in professional designers for and I think it's hard for most of the
costumes and lights and sound, seniors to deal with the fact that
and we get to work with those they've been here for four years
and this is like a family here. I
people.
Having been involved with the mean, it's a small enough departsenior directeds before, what's it ment that we're all really close
like, coming out as a director of with each other and it's really
one? How do you feel about com- hard to think about leaving. At the
ing out on the other side of the same time it's exciting to be getting done and to feel like, you
tradition?
Right now I'm really depressed. know, we've all worked hard on
It's like, the four girls who are these shows. It's really hard, I
directing were driving around the think, to deal with the fact that
otherday and the two whose shows these people aren't gonna be
have already gone up were telling around next year. For me at least,
me, "The Sunday after it happens and...for the girls.

Leslie Murray, Orphan s April 22, 23
[NOTE: When I interviewed Leslie,
we were both kind of stressed. I was
on deadline and had lost some notes;
Leslie had just learned that Jesse
Hinds, one of her actors, had accidentally stabbed himself in the leg
and was in the hospital with stitches.
So it goes. Despite Leslie's stormy
past with The Trail, she was nice
enough to talk to me anyway.)

Do you have any reflections on
how the Theater Department has
changed since you came in as a
freshman?
I came in the same year that
they hired Scott Weldin and that
they hired John. Jeannie wasn't
hired until next year but she was
doing costuming. And when I first
came in, there was good work
being done but I don't think it was
as quality as it is now. In my
opinion, Scott and John have basically brought this theater department to a new level. Scott
treats this place like its a professional theater. If you fuck up

Alex Pryor,

Rosencrantz & Guildenstern are Dead April 29, 30

Your play was also a popular
movie. A lot of people come to the
show with preconceptions.. How
does that affect your interpretation?
I'm trying to ignore the rest of
it. I'm trying to make my own
production. I'll admit that there's
one thing I'm lifting directly off
of the movie, but I don't think you
can judge this on what's gone
before. It's been done, you just
have to take it on its own.
What led you to pick this one?
OK, I did a scene from
Rosencrantz and Guildenstem Are
Dead two years ago in an acting
class, and I love the play. It's...
fun. It's one of my favorite works.
Ever. And, when it came down to
choosing plays, I read it and I was
pretty sure that I wasn't going to
do it. I had already worked with it
and I wanted to do something else
for my senior directed. So I was
looking at other plays and I was
grappling between [two other
plays, and settled on one]. But
then I started not liking it and if
you're gonna direct a play you
need to love it; you need to absolutely adore the play because

you're gonna be working with it was kind of sad. I mean he was
for months.
definitely one of the... I don't want
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to call him the, uh, godfather of
has the most enjoyable sense about absurdism, or the founder of surit. I mean, it's fun, while being realism. He was an incredible
about ideas.
dramateur, playwright. And, I
Yeah. It's largely about death, don't know, I think he contribyou know. And that's something uted about as much as he could.
that goes along with absurdism.
Having seen lots of Theaters in
But it does have a great time with the Round, and now finally doing
it, and it never takes it too seri- it yourself, what's it like being
ously. It's like, you look at Pinter part of that tradition?
plays, and Pinter plays are hys...I never thought I'd get here,
terically funny but they're also 'cause I've worked on the senior
incredibly serious. Stoppard re- directed plays every year except
ally lifted a lot from Becket on last year, and it's really exciting...
this one, and he has two clowns as I never thought, really, that I'd be
his protagonists. I mean, that's one of the very few people doing
what carries the play 'cause if it this. And it's completely differwas serious you couldn't do it; it ent when you're directing it. Bewould die; it would grind to a halt. cause when you're directing it
One of the things about absurdism then everything is your problem.
is its often really funny. Because Even when you're assistant diit'sjust the way to look at the recting or stage managing then
world. And yeah, this is definitely you 're still a cog, you 're not comone of the funnier absurdist plays pletely in charge of it, and it's not
I've ever read.
your head if something goes
Did you hear that lonesco died wrong. I have a lot more respect
last week?
for the people that have gone beYeah...I was depressed! Of fore now. It's cool just knowing
course, I also thought that he was you're in charge of one of these
already dead. But, I don't know, it things.

(LIMITED TIME OFFER)
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`The Fly' captures coveted Golden Camera
Fifty-foot women; fly baseball;
Caw, the boy raised by crows and
the joys of fencing were just a few
of the many highlights of this
year's Foolish Pleasures.
The annual 8 mm. film festival
sponsored by Campus Films
kicked off last Friday with the
Parade of Stars which stretched
through the Great Hall along a red
carpet and aisles of Christmas
lights.
While the "stars" may not have
been swamped by camera-toting,
autograph-hounding fans, anticipation still loomed in the air over
the outcome of the night's events.
Who was to take home the coveted
Golden Camera Award? Could it
be the Earth Activist gang, the
Jugglers, or would it be members
of the Trail staff? Only the judges
could make that decision.
The panel of judges, composed
of four former student activity programmers, had the difficult job of
deciding who would take home
the honors. Yet, they were qualified individuals. They knew what
they were looking for.
Members of the audience buzzed
and whispered amongst themselves as they chose their favorite
directors; a mini-version of the
People's Choice Awards was

brewing as the comedian began
his spiel. The audience was ready
for the films; they knew what they
wanted and they knew that comedian David Goldman wasn't it.
His welcome to Puget Sound was
about as warm as the water he was
probably splashing on his face
moments after the show was over.
Still, he did a good job holding his
own as the crowd heckled and

C

JBy Katharine Dvorak
A&E Editor

Escapism vs. reality
Remember when going to the movies meant popcorn, sticky floors and
escaping reality for two hours? Remember when movies existed to
entertain—to make you laugh, cry and jump out of your seat when
Norman Bates rips away the shower curtain?
For two hours you could escape the problems associated with "real
life" and sit back and forget everything until the credits rolled at the end
of the movie. And not until the end were you forced to consider the
realities of life.
You could go to the movies with the comforting knowledge that
whatever happened, good or bad, scary or funny, it was "only a movie."
Of course real life isn't like life in the movies. That's what makes movies
so much fun.
Not so anymore.
While movies are still out there to entertain (they are one of the highest
grossing entertainment mediums) and may still be considered escapist
entertainment, the manner in which they entertain is evolving into a
whole other genre.
Once a medium in which you could escape from real life for 120
minutes or so, in recent years the movie has increasingly turned to real
life events and situations for its subject matter. Instead of taking you
away from reality, the movie may actually bring you closer to real life
than you would ever want to get and bombard you with messages about
the short-comings or successes of the world in which you live.
So long Raiders of the Lost Ark, now we have Schindler's List.
Goodbye boy-becomes-man in Big; meet gay man-becomes-AIDS
patient in Philadelphia.
Say hello to movies depicting the inherent cruelty of man (Reservoir
Dogs), the harsh facts of life of coming of age at the close of the 20th
century (Reality Bites) and the possibility that your best friend will
someday tell you he is HIV positive (Peter's Friends).
Certainly there are movies in the theaters that can be classified as
purely escapist entertainment. Just because movies such as the aforementioned films depict events and/or situations closely associated with
life as we know it today doesn't exclude them from the escapist label.
The difference, however, lies in what the film evokes inside of us both
while we sit in front of the screen and while we are walking through the
parking lot to our cars after the film is over.
It is not unusual for over half of the audience of Schindler's List to sit
numbed in their seats long after the last name has scrolled off of the
screen and the lights have come back on. This Spielberg film depicting
the horrors of the Holocaust in graphic detail is certainly not labeled an
escapist piece of entertainment. Yet people pay high ticket prices to be
"entertained" by this movie for over three hours. They go to watch this
movie about a real life event—a disturbing and terrifying event at that.
Schindler's List, as well as Philadelphia, which chronicles the dis-

see MOVIES page 12

Along with the crowd, the participants waited,hoping to feel the
Golden Camera lodged within
their sweaty palms.
Third place was awarded to the
Juggling Club's film Crimes on
Campus, which chronicled the
wacky adventures of a security
service patrol person. It was very
amusing, and truly made me wonder if it accurately reflected the

JUST PART OF THE CROWD—Two actors from the Earth Activist's film joined the audience on the
Great Hall floor to watch Foolish Pleasures.ln all, ten films were presented, three taking home honors.

Culture
5

remained generally mean.
This year's festival format featured ten student-directed films
interspersed with previews for
upcoming Campus Films, which
provided the necessary "commercial break" that even the Emmy' s
bow down to. After viewing all of
the films, the panel of judges voted
and Tristan Sale, who coordinated
the event, tallied up the scores.

life of a Puget Sound security
guard. This "dickweed" (as he was
fondly dubbed) really was a
dickweed, fleeing from potential
danger and checking out the girls
he had to escort.
Third place was given to Steve
Zaro's Downfall of a Managing
Editor. It was a documentary style
film based upon the rise and fall of
the Trail's Managing Editor. Trail
celebrity cameos were sprinkled
throughout the film, adding a truly
authentic touch. Zaro was a natural in his role, perhaps a little too
natural. Maybe typecasting cost
Zaro a higher rank in the top honors, but either way Downfall of a
Managing Editor was hilarious
and deserved the honor.
John Tocher's Attack of the 50Foot Woman was in itself a work
of art. Susan Resneck Pierce (portrayed by Carrie Siegel) was caught
in a disastrous chemical reaction
in the Trail's scat room which resulted in a growth spurt of approximately 50 feet for the president. Phil Navallo and Sundown
Stauffer were left to stop the monster they had created. The film
contained a brilliant clip in which
time runs backward, as does the
actual film, a very technical feat
for the festival. There were also
some noteworthy camera angles

see PLEASURES page 12

Take-out best bet at Molinar's
❑By Nat Witman
Restaurant Reviewer
What: Molinar Tortilla Factory
Where: 5441 South Tacoma Way
Avg. price range: $3-6.45
Hours: Mon. -Sat. 7am-7pm; Sun.
11 am-5pm
and
Elvira
Julian from Van
Horn, Texas pride
themselves on
their home-style
Mexican food at
Molinar Tortilla
Factory. However, when it comes
to decor, they take the minimalist
approach in their restaurant on
South Tacoma Way.
Upon entering the factory, your
gaze is drawn to the large tortilla
making machine. This focus
makes sense because it is the only
thing of real interest in the room
other than a few out of place pictures hanging at irregular intervals on the wall.
When you are seated at a table
gazing at the plastic covered floral
table cloths, nothing really draws
you in other than the incessant
hum of fluorescent lights mixed
with the sound of accordions and
Spanish vocals wafting in from
the kitchen radio.
The store is divided into two
portions: one side for the customers, one side for the cooks. It's
clear that there is only one reason
to come here—to eat.
I had "green chicken enchiladas" for $6.25. Unlike traditional
mass produced Mexican food,
these enchiladas have a subtle flavoring, derived from the use of
tangy cheeses and fiery green chile
sauce.
The onion and chicken breast
stuffing was delicately seasoned
so as not to overpower the effect
created by the green chiles.
My friend Jen indulged herself
in delicate homemade taquitos
(corn tortillas stuffed with chicken
"and smothered in homemade

huevo (eggs and chorizo sausage),
salsa and cheese").
My other friend, Peter, decided the scrambled plate and the miga
to dig into fresh, homemade flour plate (refried beans, eggs, ranchero
tortillas and a zesty combination sauce and corn chips.)
On Saturday and Sunday it is
burrito ($3.75).
Other items on the menu include possible to get a dozen tamales for
chicken and beef tacos for $4.25- $15.00. You can also buy fresh
$5.25. Flautas ("corn tortillas
tortillas anytime ($1.45 per dozen).
stuffed with beef and crisply
I recommend this restaurant, but
fired") go for $4.25, and with reservations. The atmosphere
quesadillas for $2.00.
is close to nothing. And, the food
One of the great things about the is served on Styrofoam plates.
Tortilla Factory is the fact that it
But the food is delicious and
serves authentic Tex-Mex break- they do have a great take-out service. Go for an experience and let
fasts every morning.
Egg plates ($3.25) are served
the torch of the Molinar Tortilla
with two fresh tortillas and inFactory burn on. Let its light banish the mold, mildew and rust that
clude items such as huevos rancheros (eggs, refried beans and often accompany Puget Sound ex ranchero sauce), chorizo con
istence.

11 81J e0 Ull Or

DBy Courtney Ferguson
Assistant A&E Editor

HOPE YOU LIKE TORTILLAS—The Molinar Tortilla Factory
offers homemade Mexican food but falls short on decor.
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Housewife State revealed in 'Mrs. California'
❑13y David Franzen
Contributing Editor
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THE PERFECT HOUSEWIFE?—Andrea Minister (Dot) and Lisa
Lusero (Babs) resist the 1950s 'housewife state' in 'Mrs. California.'

The proudest moment of Dot's
life was in 1943 when, as a Navy
radio operator, she sent a message
that saved a large convoy. To her
gas company sponsors, however, her
proudest moment should be as a
contestant in the 1955 Mrs. California contest, in
front of television cameras, posing as the perfect
"homemaker."
Dot is Mrs. Los Angeles, 1955 and the main
character in Doris Baizley's play Mrs. California.
The play, directed by Kristine Hostetter, was this
past weekend's show in the Inside Theatre's series of
senior directed plays.
The director, cast and crew managed to put on a
good show, although they were faced with a number
of obstacles. Mrs. California is an extremely technical piece, full of props. It is to Hostetter's and the
theater's credit that none of the props and effects
ended up stealing or fouling the show—even the
pyrotechnics and the refrigerator door that refused to
stay shut.
"This (play) isn't about the cuteness, or the stupidity of the '50s; it's about the danger of the 'housewife
state — notes the author, Baizely, in the script.
The most important challenge this production had
to overcome was keeping this message clear through
the veneer of props, gags and the cynical outlook on
the '50s contemporary audiences have. For the most
part, Hostetter and her actors succeeded.
Andrea Minister, playing Dot; Gretchen Haley,
Carissa Douglas, Shannon O'Donnell, playing Mrs.
San Bernadino, San Francisco and Modesto, respectively, all turned in enthusiastic, funny and human
performances. Each contestant struggles in her own
way to exemplify the '50s image of the ideal American woman (synonymous with "homemaker").
Though the stretch is painful, these women are not
conscious that they are trying to fit into an impossible, unhealthy mold—they take their ice cream
desserts, their Boy Scout troop meetings and their

Treat yourself to a
Puget Sound Summer!

MOVIES from page 11
crimination encountered by a gay
man with AIDS, dominated the
nominations for the Academy
Awards this year. Perhaps this
proves that real life sells movie
tickets as well as captures attention and praise from critics and
audiences alike.
Someone once said that the mark
of a good movie is its ability to
speak to you even after it is over.
Movies that depict some aspect of
our lives, whether personally relevant or not, almost always evoke
some sort of emotional response
from the viewer. We cannot help
but be affected by a story that
deals with the problems, the good
times or the questions we have
about our own lives.
The reason the movie industry
may be focused on depicting real
life events is to simply supply

what its audience is demanding.
Take Lorenzo' s Oil, for example.
How many people looking for escapist entertainment chose to see
this movie about the struggle of
two parents trying to save the life
of their dying child? As the popularity of Reservoir Dogs proved,
people want to see that others are
worse off then they are. They want
to know that their lives are okay,
comparatively.
Maybe the movie people arc one
step ahead of general society in
knowing when we need to have a
mirror held up in front of us so that
we can take a look at ourselves,
our lives and our behavior. The
movie is one such medium that
has taken advantage of the perils,
the confusion, the problems and
the joys experienced in real life to
provide popular "entertainment."

PLEAURESfrom page 11
and maneuvers as Siegel grew and stepped on helpless victims. Overall,
the film was very good.
The judges finally voted to award the top honor to the very professionally done The Fly by Jay Allen/Impact Productions. The Fly opened with
a dream sequence in which a student is chased by the "overdue library
book-search-and-destroy-squad." A couple of ambitious stuntpeople
rappel out of Jones Hall, trying to capture the student. Suddenly the
student (played by Jay Allen) awakes with a start in the library lounge
where his friends are studying beside him. As the plot progresses, the
friends capture a fly and soon set out to play baseball with the insect. The
baseball scene is set to a really great soundtrack (Stone Roses) as they
jump and bat the fly in the library lobby. The story has an amusing end,
involving insect CPR and a violent high-five. The Fly contained excellent photography, camera angles and plot, and was generally a welldone production.
Other films worth mentioning were the Sloth's production of What the
Hell, which included cameos from Bill and Jim, the maintenance guys.
It was an off-the wall film that was amusing in its basic state of
weirdness.
As the audience and the participants left the screening room, there
were murmurs of discontent with some of the placing; but no one felt
cheated after watching ten films that had left them laughing. Because,
as the audience knew, when you come to play with the best, you have to
learn to laugh along with them. Well, actually the audience probably
didn't know this, but I'm sure someone thought something similar.
Well, at least they all laughed, and wasn't that the point?

ironing tips very seriously.
Minister did an excellent job of portraying Dot's
struggle and eventual resistance to the "housewife
state." Minister created a Dot that ends up disillusioned with the contest's version of the American
dream while still clinging to an intense, war-years
patriotism and '50s optimism.
Not quite stealing the show, but definitely key to its
success, was Lisa Lusero as Babs, Dot's neighbor.
Apparently, Lusero surprised some people with this
role, proving that she could, in fact, act. Babs, who
wired bombers while Dot manned a wireless, is sexually aggressive, undomestic, technically adept, wise
to the political and economic machinations (corporate
sponsorship, etc.) behind the homemaking "contest"
and determined to help Dot become Mrs. California.
Consequently, Babs is a threat to everything the Mrs.
California contest stands for, and a threat to Dudley,
Dot's coach and handler from the gas company.
Dudley, played by Greg Sorber, walked funny. I
was told that he was supposed to, and I don't fault him
for it, but I still didn't like it. As the straight-laced,
suspendered, company man, Sorber did "sound just
like Reader's Digest," as Dot says to him at one point.
But Dudley was funny and believable enough without
the strange, stiff walk. Since the play ends up being
something like (but not really) a battle between Babs
and Dudley for Dot's soul (will she read her own
proudest moment, or the one Dudley provides?) I
thought we should be able to take both Babs and
Dudley seriously.
This play succeeded at not only making fun of
homemakerdom, but also at demonstrating how externally imposed and nearly impossible the ideals of
the contest were for these women to live up to. It also
revealed the intense social pressure to conform to this
image, no matter how difficult or unjust—Babs, the
deviant, is almost sent to a sanatorium. The '50s
version of the American dream, the "housewife state,"
is exposed as a hollow, cheesy and dangerous charade
designed primarily to sell gas, processed food-stuffs
and kitchen appliances, and to make sure that men, not
women, are manufacturing and selling these things
that every modern woman "needs."

Nothing beats summertime in Puget Sound country. The weather is mild and sunny; the
scenery is spectacular; the pace slows down and people take time to relax and rejuvenate.
Summer Session at the University of Puget Sound is unbeatable for many of the same reasons.
The classes are smaller and more relaxed; the campus is gorgeous; parking is free and unrestricted—in short, the hectic pace of the Fall and Spring Terms is lessened.
The hallmark of Summer Session is the format of classes. Instead of taking four courses over
16 weeks, students take one or two classes over six weeks. Students often discover they prefer to
concentrate on fewer courses over a shorter period of time—a learning mode not available to
them in the Fall and Spring Terms.
The Puget Sound Summer Session gives you the opportunity to stay on track for graduation
by offering you a full complement of core courses as well as courses in particular majors.

Summer Session 1994 features
Courses in most departments.
Courses in key Core areas.
Prerequisite courses for classes offered next year.
Outstanding Puget Sound faculty.
Twenty-five percent tuition reduction.
Work-study preference given to Summer Session students
Tuition is charged on a per-unit basis in the Summer Session. For Summer 1994, tuition is
$1430 for one unit, $2860 for two units, and $3575 for two or three units. A unit is equivalent
to six quarter hours or four semester hours of credit. Students registering for two or more
academic units may enroll in an activity class without charge.

Admission
Students who are not matriculated at the University in a degree-granting program may nonetheless register for Summer Session classes.

Registration
Students may register in advance by mail or up until the first day of any class. Registration for
Summer Session opens April 11, 1994.
Summer Bulletins with complete course
information will be mailed to all
students early in Spring Term, 1994.
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The Trail is published weekly by the Associ-

ated Students of the University of Puget Sound.
Opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students,
the University or its Board of Trustees. Staff
Editorials (unsigned editorials) are the
opinion of the majority of the core staff
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The Trail, University of Puget Sound,
1500 N. Warner, Tacoma, WA 98416.

Staff Editorial

Shooting leaves UPS reality bitten
T

he shooting which left Curtis Macklin in critical condition has become the epicenter of an impact
which shook the UPS community; this much is plain. How much has this incident truly affected the
lives of students and faculty?
The response of the campus religious organizations was immediate. The office of Chaplain Jim
Davis took on the responsibilities of sharing the news of the event to the public and tried to offer
support through prayer groups and the like. The campus band Sayra Runs the Weasel initiated a charity
drive for their Thursday night concert in the Cellar. The Puget Sound community demonstrated its
compassion, as it has in the past.
For Curtis Macklin, we can only hope the best. At the same time, the violent attack on his life has
brought home some realities for UPS. Without resorting to a dogmatic generalization of UPS as a
secluded, homogeneous WASP school, it is safe to say that UPS has shielded itself against many of
the harsher aspects of urban life. The clean lawns and ivy-glazed walls promote a sense of detatchment
from the world within the North End, as if Tacoma were a city apart from this little slice of ivy-league.
Yet UPS is not a suburban campus, despite its fringe status, bordering on "The Wrong Side of the
Tracks," 6th Avenue.
Serni Solidarios, director of student programming, was recently quoted as saying, "We're not an
urban campus and we don't have easy access to a lot of activities," (Arches, March '94) a statement
which reflects the common sedentary tunnel vision present on campus. Like it or not, UPS is urban.
In response to a Trail feature on a Seattle café, reader Jonathan Holly complained, "Nobody travels
any further than 26th and Proctor for a cup of Starbucks coffee," (Trail, Nov. 18, '93). The isolationist
view is admittedly not shared by all; for many people, UPS' isolation is just a motivation to seek out
other pastures. However, the secluded view is the prevailing sentiment for the campus .
It should come as no surprise that UPS was shocked by Macklin's assault. The reaction was,
however, split two ways. On one front, there has been the move towards involvement and support
mentioned above. The other reaction was ignorance and apathy. How many people really know Curtis
Macklin? How many students have blithely passed him in the vicinity of the SUB, not realizing that
he prepares the meals that they consume? And how much impact will his absence have on the vast
majority of us, to whom he is a service agent and nothing more? Damned little, for good or evil. It is
the nature of the class structure at UPS that the servants can be made invisible; that's what twenty
thousand dollars buys a student, whether they choose to see it or not. It's indeed ugly, but undeniable.
UPS is dreamland. Bullets are the real world. The shock the campus did or didn't feel is a tear in the
border between the two. It will be resealed.
In this matter, knowledge is superior to ignorance, and involvement superior to apathy. It will be
well if students and faculty educate themselves of the facts at the least, and also help Curtis Macklin
in his crisis. Many will be wishing him a fast recovery and a return to his job at UPS. We might also
be encouraged to discover other workers at UPS who fall between the cracks of public sight. The food
servers, plant workers, custodians, landscapers and others lead interesting lives. You could learn a lot
about UPS from their example.

Question of the Week:

"Laura Palmer from Twin
Peaks because she had a
side to her that no one
knew about."
— Sara Wallace

Reevaluating the
ethics of death

"I'd want it to be Chevy
Chase because there's a
subtle perfection in
everything I do."
— Jeff Davidson

❑13y Todd Starkweather
Political Columnist

T

orgive me if I seem a bit redundant this week, but given the national
clamor over crime, justice and imprisonment, I couldn't help myself.
As people begin to glow more furious about cri me and their own safety,
they begin to ask for harsher penal ties
and swifter judgements. In actuality,
crime has not increased significantly
over the last ten years, given the rise
in population figures.
Americans want to get rid of crime
and violence, and they really don't
care how, just as long as the job gets
done. All this means that people are
more and more willing to accept the
death penalty as an increasingly legitimate tool of justice. At least 84
percent of Americans support the
death penalty. This is bad news to me
and the 16 percent who happen to
oppose the death penalty.
I can't speak for everyone, but I
find it a bit disturbing when people
are willing to follow their emotions
withoutanymoralandethical thought.
So I am going to devote the rest of this
column to the 84 percent of people
who support the death penalty in an
effort to convince them of their misconstrued ideas about justice.
People who support the death penalty, at least semi-intelligent people
who support the death penalty, acknowledge that it should be executed
fairly, without regard to race, creed,
and color. Yet all of the evidence
points out that the death penalty is
inherently racist Rep. Don Edwards
(D-Calif.) issued a report, "Racial
Disparities in Federal Death Penalty
Prosecutions," which lists the following statistics to support the racial prejudice involved in the death penalty:
-Since 1988, 33 of the 37 federal
death penalty prosecutions have involved minority defendants.
Since 1976, 84 percent of the victims of the victims of those executed
have been white.
Nearly 90 parent of the men executed in the states for rape since 1930
have been black.
If someone has any evidence to
contradict these figures I would sum
like to see it It would make me feel a
lot better if I knew that these statistics
were untrue, but the fact is that the

death penalty proves to be racially
discriminatory. As long as the death
penalty remains anywhere within
America it will continue to remain
racially discriminatory.
On the subject of racial discrimination in thedeath penalty S mane Court
Justice Harry A. Blackman said,
"Twenty years have passed since this
Court declared that the death penalty
must be imposed fairly, and with reasonable consistency or not at all."
Well, it is quite clear that the death
penalty has not been imposed fairly,
and thus should be disbanded.
I feel, however, that it would be
dangerous of me to end my argument
here, as I fear that some people will still
take the stance that the death penalty
should remain and that it is possible to
make it fair without regard to race.
Even if I accept the hypothetical situation of the death penalty being void of
racial discrimination, I still find the
death penalty, in and of itself, detrimental to society.
How can we find it possible to allow
ourselves and our governmental institutions to condemn violence by killing
those who perpetrate violence? How
can we get rid of violence by committing violence? The answer is "we
can't" And what is really the we
crime, a person shooting someone in
the head over a monetary dispute, or a
state agency carefully planning and
carrying out an execution by electric
chair, gas chamber, hanging, lethal
injection, or firing squad?
I can't answer the last question, nor
do I think that anyone else can. That is
why the death penalty should be abolished. As a society, we can't let ourselves or our goverrunent commit acts
which may be just as awful as the acts
com mitted by the people whom we are
punishing. And in the end what does
that say about us? If we kill, are we no
better than the killers whom we condemn? If one was to take a line of
thought from Albert Camus, the answer would have to be a resounding
"NO." Once someone seeks to punish
a person in the same manner in which
the perpetrator committed the crime,
they inevitably end up turning into
what they once hated and disdained
And the vicious cycle repeats
Yes, George Will is correct in saying
that the problem facing death penalty
opponents is that most people want it
But does that justify the death penalty?
Well, if most people wanted slavery,
should we have it? If most people
wanted genocide among certain ethnic
groups, should we have it?
Yes, the majority of the people do
favor the death penalty and will probably continue to do so. But even if 100
percent of Americans approved of the
death penalty, it still would not make it
right. It would only make 100 parent
of the people wrong.

If a movie was going to be made about your
life, who would you have play you and why?

"Charlie Sheen because he
set a new American League
Record of four wild pitches
in one inning."
— Casey Irgens

"Maryl Streep because we
kinda have similar backgrounds and she's a great
actress."
— Galina Barford
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The unspoken taboo
of raising your hand
By John Tocher
Combat Zone Editor

A

couple of weeks ago, a
prospective student came into the
Trail office and asked me what I
thought about Puget Sound. We
talked about professors, the administration and various activities.
When he asked me about the
students, I felt that there was
something about the classroom
environment that was lacking.
However, I couldn't quite articulate it.
Are the students lazy? Mm, no
not exactly.
Do they not care about grades?
No, it's not that. In fact, maybe
too much so.
Are a lot of them just interested
in getting their major and getting
out? Y—... no that's not it either.
I finally decided what it was about
UPS's academic atmosphere that
prevented me from giving out a full
recommendation: students are
afraid to speak in class.
It sounds so childish, like something we should have given up in
third grade, but it's true. Even in
classes that hinge on a lively, critical discussion, a month goes by in
a semester before there are more
than three people speaking on a
regular basis. It takes another
month before students address
each other directly, instead of aiming all of their comments to the
professor as if it was the House of
Commons.
The fact of the matter is that, at
Puget Sound, there is a stigma
attached to the Guy Who Asks
Questions. Meanwhile, the people
in the back row shake their heads
or groan because, oh god, there
she goes again or what a dork or

what's up with that guy?
Well, forgive me if I sound like
a dork by asking this, but why the
hell should anyone pay this kind
of money just to let their education fly over their heads 9r even
flow into their gullets unfiltered?
Professors are often full of shit,
and they'll tell you so if you call
them on it. At the very least,
make them build a case for what
they're saying.
Ask yourself for a moment if
you feel anxious when you speak
out in class. I certainly do. This
just simply should not be the case.
Furthermore, ask yourself why
you let your peers bully you out
of speaking your mind or asking
for clarification on a confusing
topic. For whatever reason this
unspoken taboo exists, it is just
not socially acceptable at UPS to
admit your own ignorance.
I often get the impression (for I
am indeed that most ignoble dork
with hand aloft) that my classmates think that the comments I
make in class are poorly constructed attempts to impress my
peers. On the contrary, I speak
out in class despite my peers. I'm
not by any means a perfect student, nor do I claim to be wholly
immune to classroom pressures.
Few people can completely ignore their eye-rolling peers, but
on the other hand, few people
remain completely silent.
This would be that point in the
editorial where I'm supposed to
advocate what would help alleviate this academic plague, blah,
blah. But frankly, I'm not all that
interested in what anyone else
does with their education. As for
me, I'm still going to try and get
my money's worth.
What are you here for?
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Senior bids farewell to professor
By Jason Werts
Guest Writer

Lam

a senior this year and, as
one might expect I am burned out. I
am looking forward to graduating
and getting a paycheck instead of
another research paper topic as retribution for my work. Therefore,
when I entered into the classroom of
a professor I had never heard of
before and about to delve into an
area I was pretty sure I had no real
interest in other than it would enable
me to graduate, I was not excited
with what I saw: an enthusiastic,
fresh-from-graduate school professor who apparently expected the
world from her students.
Her name was Michele Tarter and
the class was English 421: American Literature, 1620-1776. As an
English Lit Major, I was not looking
forward to spending 1 1/2 hours,
two days a week talking about the
Puritans. I came in with a bad attitude and I deserved to have the
miserable time I thought I was in
for. But I didn't. Professor Tarter's
class was different; it was full of
energy and discussion. People, for
the most part were excited about
coming to class and getting involved
in what we were studying. I have
never seen a class come together
like this one did. I enjoyed my experience so much that I signed up for
her English 423 this spring. The
atmosphere has been even stronger
and the discussions have reached an
even higher level.
There is no teacher quite like her
here. I use the word teacher in the
purest sense because that is what
she does. She makes her students
responsible for the text. She involves
them in the learning process and, as
a result, they are able to immerse
themselves in the material. Her
group projects are what make her
classroom unique. Groups choose
authors that the class will cover and
they are responsible for researching
the author's history, critical essays
on the work and a study of American history at the time the author

wrote. The group, after spending
more time than a senior should be
expected spend in the library, is
responsible for an in-class presentation and incorporating discussion.
As a result, students become responsible for the learning process
and making sure every avenue is
covered. Other classes do this as
well (the concept is not necessarily
unique), but Tarter adds one essential ingredient to her instructions:
"Be as creative as you dare."
The result of this has been a classroom environment that I believe is
not found anywhere else on our
campus, which is unfortunate. The
results have led to a witch trial based
on the Salem Witch Trials in which
every member of the class played a
particular role, be it an accuser, a
judge or an accused witch. The result was not only a greater understanding of the hypocrisy involved,
but a recognition of the volume of
those early American victims. Another presentation resulted in the
class being taken captive by a group
of Native Americans. The group
then gave captivity perspectives of
whites and Indians alike. This semester, Mark Twain and Huck Finn
visited the class to discuss Twain's
life, whether or not Huck Finn was
a racist novel, and a discussion of
southern dialect and regionalism.
Yet another group made the class
play the roles of famous Americans
and critique an author using historical context. Finally, another group
divided the class into three groups:
husbands, wives, and children. No,
we didn' t play house. What the group
did do is allow the husbands to sit in
chairs, have the women serve their
husbands if they asked, and make
the children stand without a peep
while being subjected to Biblical
stories. This resulted in a greater
appreciation and understanding of
the family patriarchy in Puritan New
England. The point I'm making is
that Professor Tarter' s group projects
demand a lot of work but at the same
time encourage maximum creativity.
But the energy does not stop at the

projects. During one class, we devoted about 20 minutes to the discussion of liberal arts and how we
could, as a class, gain a better historical, political, and philosophical
perspective from our readings. Later
this semester, in order to integrate
ourselves further into the world of
Zora Neale Hurston, the class will
hold a session at a the Southern
Kitchen on 6th, thus eating Southern cuisine while digesting the
Southern prose of Hurston. For reasons such as these, what I thought
was going to be a miserable semester has turned into a really great way
to complete my education here, it
has incorporated everything that an
English major learns in four years
and has given me a new appreciation for what I've learned.
I' m not writing this to brown-nose
Tarter for an 'A.' The reason I'm
writing this is because she won't be
coming back next year, which I
think is unfortunate for all those
who never got the chance to take
one of her upper-level classes. The
University says it is committed to
bringing in the best teachers around.
I don't question or doubt that; I have
seen many wonderful professors and
teachers on this campus. But just
because we have great professors
doesn't mean we cannot continue to
build on that reputation. It is a shame
that Professor Tarter will be leaving
us after such a short stay. Although
I don't agree with some of her insights and I don't particularly like
every book we read, I can say that I
have learned a lot. I have a greater
appreciation for literature and my
major and have gotten to read books
and gain perspectives I would not
have otherwise have had the opportunity to experience here. The English department is very strong, but
I honestly think it will miss
Professor's Tarter's energy. However, because of its strength it
should have no problem bringing
in a first-rate instructor; let's hope
the University can make sure it
does not continue to lose such firstrate teachers.

Letter to the Editor

>i

Director of 'Elektra' defends play's translation
To the editor:
am surprised at Professor
Lupher's comments in the March
24 Trail regarding Professor
Krajewska-Wieczorek's comments following Elektra and his
opinion of the translation.
First of all, I never heard Professor Krajewska-Wieczorek propound "critical principles" on either of the items he mentions. I did
hear her admit that she didn't like
the character of Elektra, a personal
opinion which she might have supported with the critical judgment
of H. D. F. Kitto, who calls Elektra
"a harsh, unlovely woman ,"(Greek

Tragedy, 1939).

I evaluated the translations he mentions and the one chosen for production on their dramatic action, defined and engaging characters, and
clear and significant thought. Our
translation's language, which he
calls "drab and wooden," is only the
fourth concern in classical Aristotelian poetics.
I ask that you make your own
comparisons. The Trail reviewer
quoted F. Storr, 1913:

tion of Pound and Fleming, 1949:

Grene's translation of 1959:

El: 0 happiest light!
Or: Happiest I say, too.
El: Voice, have you come?
Or: Hear it from no other voice.
El: Do my arms hold you?
Or: Never again to part.
He also suggests H. D. F. Kitto's
1962 translation:

El: 0 happy day!
Or: 0, happy, happy day!
El: Thy voice I greet!
Or: My voice gives greeting back!
El: My arms embrace thee!
Or: May they clasp me aye!

El: 0 day of happiness!
Or: Great happiness!
El: It is your voice? —And have
you come?
Or: My voice,
And I am here!
El: I hold you in my arms?
Or: You do—and may we nevermore be parted.

Professor Lupher suggests

His last suggestion is the adapta-

El: 0 PHILTATON PHOS
Or: what a day. I' ll say it is.
El: And I hear you talking.
Or: Yes. We're agreed on that.
El: and I can hold onto you.
[Embraces.]
Or: never let go.
The Mueller and KrajewskaWiec zorek translation (1993), used
for the UPS production, reads:

El: [Ecstatic] 0 glorious light of
the sun!
Or: Glorious, yes!
El: This is your voice I hear?
Or: Hear it only from me!
El: Is it you I hold?
Or: Never let go!
I directed the play to reach and

affect a modern audience, not to
recreate the language or productions of twenty-odd centuries or
twenty-odd years ago. Professor
Lupher's remarks imply that we
did, in fact, reach and affect him.
I am complimented that Professor Lupher recognized the acting's
"accuracy" and the acting as "perceptive" and "powerful," and I
concur that the actors performed
far above what might be expected
of "student" actors. I don't understand how he can fail to see that the
potential for such brilliant performances must be in the script.
Leslie Radford
Director, Elektra
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Foolish Pleasures goes existential The Official Guide
to Filling Up the
Combat Zone

❑ By Ionesco Jones
Gaffer-in-chief

Moving away from the typical
cavalcade of sophomoric student
films, this year's presentation of
Foolish Pleasures turned tradition
upside-down.
A record number of 67 films
were produced, 61 of which were
from the Model Train Club.
"We intentionally set out to
change the face of Foolish Pleasures," said Wilbur McBride, club
dominatron and first prize winner,
whose film "Derailment and Mass
Decapition En Route to Scranton,
PA" used actual news footage from

Make a list of ideas on how to fill up the Combat
Zone.
Run a 'big print' edition for senior faculty members.

Invent running characters like "The sinking into the
mud guy".

America's Worst Amtrak Wreck
Videos.

"Some people have accused us of
trying to stack the odds of winning
in our favor, but we were really just
out. there to have a good time."
Unfortunately, the crowd was not
in the least bit appreciative of the
Train Club's six-plus hours of 8mm
footage.
"They came in here in droves,
smiling, laughing, cavorting around
like drunk high school students at a
Prom," said Student Programs Advisor Serni Solidarity, "The handful that stayed for the entirety exited
into the cool, overcast morning with
feelings of anger, disillusionment,
numbness ... but more importantly,
I think, with a fierce cynicism— an
intense distrustof student filmmaking as a whole."
Some of the night's highlights
included:
1. Wes Drummond's model train
film entitled, "The Melon's Trek to
Dunsmuir, CA" featuring real-life
slices of cantaloupe, honeydew,
and an assortment of nuts as they
ride the tracks to a small northern
O

Run pictures. Lots of pictures. Big ones.
Reprint excerpts from Open Line and hope no one
will notice.
Californian town via the infamous
Starlight Express.
Exposed Wound Production's
eleven-minute epic "The Accidental Blinding," portrays a chem
major who is inadvertently robbed
of her sight during a dangerous
tritration. Most of the film was
shot from her blinded point of view.
Critics of this avant garde experiment, however, maintain that the
cameraperson merely forgot to remove the lens cap.
The hilarious hijinx from the
Pencil Fighting Club entitled
"Doesn't the Pencil Remind You of
a Penis?" Sexual innuendo coupled
with less-than-expert pencilwork
left the crowd in tears.
A short documentary by freshman Lawrence Brobst called
"Greeks Are All a Bunch of Jerks"

was a delightful verite piece about
the Theta Chi house. Brobst, denied a bid during this semester's
Rush Week, posed as an alumnus,
a parent, campus maintenance, and
even a Kappa in order to complete
his biting satire of Greek life.
Emcee David ManGold, a recent
Star Search contestant now touring the Holiday Inns of Idaho and
Western Montana, accidently mistook UPS for the Northwest Baptist Seminary. Jokes concerning
the Gnostic Gospels and lesserknown Old Testament prophet
Mitch the Copious were met with
an uncomfortable silence.
Mangold felt good about the performance, however, stating that,
"Hell, laughs or no laughs, this
place beats the Fife Econo-Lodge
any day."
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We've found your explanation of UPS tuition very informative, but I'm left with a lingering question. Where the
hell does all our money go?

Signed,
Willie and the Poorboys
Dear Willie & Co.,
Good question. However, I'll
warn you that there's a lot of
math involved here.
I expect that you might have
already figured out that 2,800
students at full tuition price comes
to an annual income of well over
46 million bucks. Remember
that UPS' actual income ends up
being somewhere around 31 mil,
but it's jacked up first and then
reduced by the fistfuls of imaginary cash cranked out through
Financial Aid.

Think of it this way: Retail price
is $46,000,000, but it's on sale for
the low low price of just
$31,000,000. The only difference between the 15 million dollars of financial aid and a Safeway
price tag reading "Save 37 cents"
is that you don't lose out on the 37
cents when you bomb your Geology final.
So we've accounted for 15 million.
Where's the remaining 31 million go? Through the acquisition
of confidential files, The Trail has
learned that the combined
expeditures for salaries, budget,
and maintenance totals a mere
one million dollars. After being
astounded for a while at the
University's extraordinary financial ability to manage money,
somebody asked, "So where does
the other $30 million go?"
Here's our answer: Mail.
Think about it. Do you remember how much 'How does Puget
Sound' literature loaded up your
mailbox before you got here? Do

Beef up the font a couple of sizes.
Tell the guy who wants to do the Zone next year that
you'll give him a recommendation if he can fill a
quarter page per week.
Leave the page blank and claim you're protesting
campus housing.
Leave the page blank and claim to be on strike until
you get a real stipend.

p

PcF

Where does all the money go?
Dear Delores,

Run a headline that's three lines long.

you remember how much you've
gotten since you've been here?
Do you know how much your
parents still receive every week?
And have you a clue as to how
much postal harassment you'll receive when you graduate?
For each of the hundreds of advertisements, solicitations, updates, and billings you and your
family receives, it costs between
29 cents and $2.00 There's about
5,000 prospective students out
there, and you were one of them.
Then, there's 5,000-10,000 Open
Lines and Arches to print up and
distribute to your parents every
month. Don't forget the 10 mailings per month you and 3,000
others receive from their departments, the Admissions Office,
Student Accounts, and the Library.
The actual mathematics behind
it are pretty complicated, but suffice to say we think we've found
our $30,000,000.
No wonder the people at the
Jones Hall Post Office are so surly.

It's the second Friday of April tomorrow. Do you know what that
means? 7'hat's right, kids! It's opening day for student protests! The
sun's out, the grass is dry, and there are dozens of campus issues to
he hotly debated. You call the media,and we'll bring the refreshments
to the north side of the Rotunda at noon.
This week's issue: Campus housing.

Taking an
8 o'clock class
ProlCon

PRO: Think of it as a snooze bar
in a different room.
PRO: Showing up puts the curve
in your favor.
PRO: You are now "right for
Grape Nuts."
PRO: SUB's maple syrup still in
liquid form.
PRO: Back in bed by noon.

CON: Drool-soaked class notes.
CON: "I might as well just not
sleep at this point."
CON: Partial blindness due to
yellow eye crust
CON: Going to class with morning people.
CON: "I'll take a triple-tall lane,
please."

"The Combat Zone" is intended as a satirical work and, as such, has
been set off from the rest of this paper. Resemblences to any person,
place, thing or other entity without satirical intent are strictly
coincidental.

The Trail: Chicks dig it
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This Week in
tudents
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University of Puget Sound

Written and compiled by Grant Hatton
ASUPS Publicity Office
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v Bianday Gretchen •

Monday, April 11th, 8:00pm
Kilworth Chapel

FREE
Author of: Confessions of an Eco-Warrior,
Ecodefense & The Big Outside.

Showcase presents...
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ruler tails to take her
audience along for the
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The Kelley
Johnson
Quartet
Tuesday, April 12, 1:30pm

In the Rotunda
FREE
Watch this space for:

Demented Houswives
• Playboys
Strong and Insensitive men • Seductive Little Girls
Superwoman
• Male Sex Objects*
*coming soon

CAMPUS FILMS PRESENTS

The Three Musketeers
April 8th, 9th & 10th: FRI & SAT. 7:00 & 9:30pm, SUN. 6:00 & 8:30
Admission is $1.00 with UPS ID, $2.00 without.

